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Adult installation required

Read User Guide before installation

Please keep this guide for further reference

A ‘HOW TO’ GUIDE

Replacing

A Polymesh Wallaby Bed



1 First, you will need to remove your old bed from the trampoline. 

Begin by removing a spring from the frame using a spring tool, then cross over to the other side of the trampoline 
and remove the opposite spring. Continue this process of creating a mirror image on each opposite side because 
this process helps to evenly distribute the tension through the bed, making the spring removal process much 
easier. 

Use the diagram below for reference. 

Remove the corner springs last.

STEP

Replacing your Rectangular Wallaby Trampoline Bed
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2
Remove the packaging 
from your new bed and 
unfold it on the ground 
inside the trampoline 
frame. Make sure the 
painted markings are 
facing upwards. 

STEP

Using a 
Spring

Tool

Bed

Standard 
Hook

If you require replacement anchor straps or 
springs for your Boomer, these can be ordered 
though our website:

www.supertramp.co.uk

Wallaby Springs:
8.57 INCH (218MM)

SKU: ZZWALL5PK

TO ORDER SPARES

Anchor Straps
SKU: PGTPAS00STDBK

Kangaroo
Elevator Kit
SKU: WALLELEKIT
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3
Using the diagram below as an example, begin to fit the new bed to your trampoline following the 
sequence 1-10.

You should continue to work at opposites at all times to evenly distribute the tension through the bed, 
(Example shows following the numbers within squares to eventually fitting the remaining springs until all 
74 springs are attached. 

STEP

Reattach the elevator kit 
and then the frame pads

Frame pads

7
STEP


